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Early  studies  of  Irish  female  religious  in  Spain  consider  their  assimilation  into


































at  the Convento del Corpus Christi  in Valladolid  in 1545,  the Convento del Santa
Clara in Esterri d’Aneu in 1560, the Convento de Santa Clara in Tarragona in 1574,
the Convento de Nuestra Señora de las Angustias in La Coruña in 1589, Convento
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damaging  impact,  and one which  lasted  longer  in  terms of economic decline. Ál-
varez-Nogal and Prados have noted that far from releasing non-existent demograph-







explanation and effective unified  response  to plague was also apparent  in expres-
sions  of  religious  fanaticism and  intense  prejudice  that  arose  in much of Europe.
Blame came to rest on marginal groups, in Spain post 1492 expulsions of jews and





no  first-hand  experience  of  this  kind  of  epidemic  disease33.  Other  limitations  to
progress included apothecaries lack of knowledge of diseases and the body, and the
limited opportunities to examine bodies. Even surgeons were not always trained in
Universities,  despite  having  the most  experience-based  knowledge. Male medical
professsionals were notoriously reluctant to share their knowledge, and barber-sur-
geons were known for their established hierarchy34. Interference from a number of
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Economic History Review, 66, 1, 2013, 1-37, see p. 3.
31 Medieval and early modern censuses were instituted although many were of a fiscal variety. It was not
until  1591  that  a  universal  survey  of  all  households was  carried  out  in  Castile,  with  following  surveys  in
Aragon, Valencia and Andalucia. Slowly a reliable picture of the population built up, and the government re-
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116.
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Popes further constrained linear progress. Urban V, Gregory II and Clement VII all
showed more concern about the lack of religious control over what went on in med-


















































contact, and although  terminology at  times was  rather vague,  they understood  the
mechanics of infection. Convents instituted their own protocols, not necessarily fol-
lowing  those of men. When  the Dominican  and Clare  convents  in Tarragona dis-
pensed with a male blood-letter, they already had a trained picatrix to take over the
procedure. They also had a hospital administrator and two enfermerians42. The con-
















ill. Medical  advice  sought  from outside Dominican and Clare  convents  stipulated

















contain  a  record of  the hospital  pharmacy. They  also detail  how many medicines
were made. Water from wells and low lying springs had to be boiled before being
mixed with herbs and other medicinal materials. At the hospital de Santa Tecla it was







recourse  to  them.  Their  medical  practice  was  moving  away  from  humeric  and
Galenic theories towards developing their own. The convent of Santa Clara at Ester-
ri d’Aneu produced  their own girdle book which contained a Zodiac calendar  for
propitious  blood-letting  days47.  There were  also  days  shown  for  bathing,  and  for
gathering herbs for pharmaceutical purposes. Blood was not wasted, and was used
as  a medicine.  There  was  a  widespread  view  of  the  transformative  properties  of






























































































munt, Moses Maimonides, Abraham  ben David Caslari  and  Salomon  ben Adreth
were banned and now had to be hidden. However, the problem of censorship went
well  beyond  books  and manuscripts.  Compasses,  astrolabes,  telescopes  and  even
sundials could present evidence of suspect science. However, Jesuit scientists still
retained  their  scientific  teaching  tradition.  Chemistry was  on  the  index,  although
350 Andrea Knox
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lier  they were  two women in a group of eighteen men,  licensed at  the same time.















































cession  from  their  chosen  saints. This was particularly deeply  felt by  Irish  sisters
















“necrologies”,  partly  to  inform,  and  partly  to  inspire  others. Convent  necrologies
which illustrated how to make a good death were based upon observation of the fi-
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increasingly  used  dissections  throughout  the  fourteenth  century,  even  though  the
technique was constantly disputed. The university medical schools in Lerida, Mont-
pellier and Salamanca followed, producing textbook dissections from the 1340s on-
wards. They all  dissected plague victims. A papal bull  by Boniface VIII  (c.1299-
1300)  addressed  dissection.  In  the  detail  the  bull  did  not  condemn  dissection  or
autopsy,  but  forbade  the  dismembering  of  the  body  and  boiling  the  flesh  off  the
bones for easy transportation (the type of preservation used for King Richard the Li-
onheart).  Boniface’  letters were widely misunderstood  by  local  rulers who  either
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tury smallpox, or variola minor, or the red plague as it was often referred to, were





ten claimed  the  lives of  the youngest members, and  this was understood not with
acceptance of God’s will, but as an event which had to be addressed and prevented






Finally, what motives did  Irish donatrix  themselves  express when donating  to
women’s hospitals and other medical missions? Clearly donation was linked to the
























76 See Fannin, Samuel, “The Irish community in eighteenth-century Cadiz”, Immigrants in Europe after
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were financially successful in Cadiz through business links and marital alliances sus-



































































professional  skills  and knowledge of  contagion. This  afforded Abbesses  and  sister
physicians considerable power and authority in professional occupations, and the de-
velopment of female mission. Whilst the church and secular authorities in Spain were






same  time  they  continued  to  develop  their  own  missions  throughout  the  Iberian
Peninsula supporting female health and medical developments.
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